prospangle.com

Fast, Profitable,
Beautiful Results
Real Spangles,
no holes in sight.
Six colors or sizes at up
to 1000 spangles per
minute. Unparalleled
speed and profits.
Call us toll-free
1-877-793-3278

to learn more about
adding Spangles to
your business.

The Pro Spangle Difference

Spangles Versus Sequins And Rhinestones
No HOLES! The first thing you’ll notice about ProSpangle is the beautiful, consistent output from
its Hotfix spangle process. Sequins have a hole in the center that is either held on with thread, or
shows the color of the shirt through the design – don’t settle for sequins, reach for spangle
transfers!
The Hotfix spangle transfers produced with ProSpangle won’t suffer from thread breaks, like
traditional embroidered sequins and allow you to wholesale the transfers themselves rather than a
completed end product – it’s up to you.
Being able to produce a design without the holes makes the design look more like rhinestones,
with their higher end and more current appeal. It will also get you a higher price point at
SIGNIFICANTLY less cost than a comparable rhinestone transfer.
Better yet, the incredibly soft feel of
spangles and its ZERO lead content
make it ideal for children’s wear and its
light weight makes it appropriate for the
finest in women’s fashions.
For those looking for FAST, PROFITABLE
and BEAUTIFUL bling for their apparel
business, ProSpangle is the answer.

Includes HotFix for Sequins design software
from Sierra, part of the Design Era Suite.
Design Era can also be upgraded to output
to Automatic Rhinestone Transfer Systems,
Plotter/Cutters, Printers and a complete
Embroidery Design software.

Create mixed media designs with
ProSpangle and HotFix Era!

ProSpangle 645-1 Specifications
Number of Color Reels

6 colors

Spangle Sizes

2 mm - 7 mm

Machine Operating Speed

600-1000 spangles per minute

Working Area

17.5" w x 13.5" h

Dimension/Weight

30" H x 35" D x 40" W / 190 lbs

Power Consumption

110V AC

The most advanced production-quality
spangle machine on the market today.

prospangle.com

Call 1-877-793-3278 for more information about the
ProSpangle machines.

